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Estate Planning: Basic Concepts

 An estate ‘is all the property a person owns or controls.’
 A will ‘outlines the rights others will have over one’s 

(called the testator) properties after death’.
 Common law countries unlike civil law countries 

generally do not place restrictions on how a testator 
chooses to dispose assets. The US and UK are common 
law countries.

 Probate is the ‘legal process to confirm the validity of 
the will so that executors, heirs and other interested 
parties can rely on the wills authenticity’.

 You die intestate if you die without a valid will. Then 
the courts will dispose your assets in accordance with 
intestacy laws.
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Issues with the probate process associated with wills

 Wills cost less and involve less complexity to prepare 
than trusts but have probate related issues:
 Considerable court fees and costs – about 5% of estate.
 Proceedings are part of the public record revealing sensitive family 

information.
 Delay in transfer of assets to intended recipients.

 Probate effects can be minimized through joint 
ownership (couples) and through the NJ simplified 
probate 
 If there is no valid will and the value of the estate does not exceed 

20K then the surviving spouse or domestic partner is entitled to the 
entire estate.

 In the absence of a partner, one heir with the written consent of 
others can receive an estate less than 10K without probate.
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Regular Probate in New Jersey

 Requires an executor (if specified in the will) or an 
administrator (state appointed) 
 who appraises the property, pays taxes assessed and 

 distributes according to the will (executor) or state laws (administrator).

 Within 60 days after initiation in probate court the 
executor/administrator must inform heirs.

 The executor/administrator is entitled to 
 6% of income received by the estate plus 5% of the value of the gross 

estate for estates up to $200,000.00, 

 3.5% on the excess above $200,000 to $1 million, 

 and 2% on amounts over $1 million.

Source: http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/new-jersey-probate-an-overview.html
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Trusts

 A trust involves three parties – the grantor or contributor, the 
trustee or owner of the trust property and beneficiaries. 

 Grantor transfers his property to the trustee, who agrees to manage 
the property according to the instructions in a trust agreement.

 A revocable trust allows the grantor to change trust provisions and 
also cancel the trust.

 A Living trust allows you to place your assets in trust while you are 
alive. Typically  a revocable trust where you take a triple role –
grantor, trustee and beneficiary.

 Trusts are a hassle, complicated and expensive to create for the 
grantor but very easy on beneficiaries.

 Wills are much easier for the grantor but leads to the probate 
process for the beneficiaries which is a lot more time, effort and 
expense than establishing a trust would have been for the grantor.
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Living Trusts

 A living trust specifies that you and your spouse are co-
trustees.

 When one spouse dies the other becomes the sole trustee.

 When the remaining spouse dies the children become the 
new trustees – all they need to do is sign and transfer 
over title to the properties. Avoids probate.

 It is easy to alter and create living trusts.

 A living trusts can extend long after you die and can do 
things which wills can’t :- make gifts over a period of 
time, provide future benefits for grandchildren.
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Other Notes about trusts 

 Irrevocable trusts cannot be changed or dissolved. They 
can avoid liability for the grantor if he is sued and can 
also lead to less taxes as the trustee controls the trust.

 Discretionary trusts allow the trustee to distribute assets 
as and when he/she likes. These help the beneficiaries 
against claims on their assets.

 Fixed trusts have fixed distribution schedules.
 Testamentary trusts are trusts which are part of a will 

and begin at the grantors death.
 Spendthrift trusts can be set for those who cannot 

manage their own affairs financially.
 Special needs trusts can be established for the disabled to 

protect their government benefits.
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Lifetime Estate Tax Exemption and Annual Gift Exclusions

 You have a lifetime estate tax exemption of $5.6 million (in 2018) 

 Your Core capital is enough capital to keep you going till death

 If one does have an estimated estate larger than necessary core capital, 
one can gift within the annual gift exclusion (15K individual, 30K 
couples, 2018) to any number of recipients – think children, 
grandchildren, in-laws etc.,

 If you gift more than the annual limit per recipient, then that amount is 
deducted from your lifetime estate tax exemption limit. 

 Spouses have an unlimited marital deduction (Tax Free) but any others, 
children included, are subject to estate taxes at a 40% rate on the excess 
over $5.6 million.

 The total deduction for a couple is twice -- $11.2 million when the 
surviving spouse elects this option in the estate tax return of the 
diseased spouse.
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Net 
Assets

+ve

-ve

Legend (Wealth Accumulation):
Blue – Financial Capital (Real)
Yellow – Human Capital (Latent)
Green – Net Wealth (Latent + Real)

AgeYoung Adult 65 or Other 
Retirement Age

90 or Other
Age at Bequest

Estate at 
Retirement

Estate Trajectory Post-Retirement:
Red – Core Capital Needed > Estate at Retirement
Light Green – Estate > Core Capital 
Dark Green  - Estate >> Core, Leading to Estate
in excess of Tax Exemption Limit at Bequest. 

Lifetime Estate Tax 
Exemption Limit 

More Emphasis on Insurance
than Estate  Planning: Term 
Life & Disability.

More Emphasis on Estate 
Planning Than Insurance

Core, Financial, Human Capital and Insurance

Core Capital at Retirement 
Which Would Yield Positive 
Net Worth at Bequest. 
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Taxable Beneficiary Charity
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Relative Value of Gifting Now 
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Net 
Assets

+ve

-ve

Legend (Wealth Accumulation):
Blue – Financial Capital (Real)
Yellow – Human Capital (Latent)
Green – Net Wealth (Latent + Real)

AgeYoung Adult 65 or Other 
Retirement Age

90 or Other
Age at Bequest

Estate at 
Retirement

Lifetime Estate Tax 
Exemption Limit 

Gifts Early can have a 3.1 fold and 
1.6 fold Relative Value to a bequest 
for Charities and Taxable Beneficiaries 
respectively. 

Gifts Early can have a 1.6 fold and 
1.3 fold Relative Value to a bequest 
for Charities and Taxable 
Beneficiaries respectively. 

Estate Post-Retirement Trajectories and Relative Value of Gifting

Little Gifting. Draw down
Assets except Home. Get a 
Reverse mortgage and Get 
on Medicaid.
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Estate Trajectory Post-Retirement:
Red – Core Capital Needed> Estate at Retirement
Light Green – Estate > Core Capital Needed
Dark Green  - Estate >> Core, Leading to Estate
in excess of Tax Exemption Limit at Bequest. 
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Notes on Gifting in the US

 If your anticipated estate is less than the estate tax 
exemption limit, gifting can be better for your beneficiary 
than bequeathing if  
 The beneficiary has higher pre-tax returns and/or lower taxation 

rates on investment returns. 

 If your anticipated estate is greater than the estate tax exemption 
limit, gifting will be typically better for your beneficiary than 
bequeathing. 
 This is more so if your yearly annual transfers per beneficiary is less than the 

annual gift exemption.
 You can gift annually within the limit to any number of beneficiaries.  It 

avoids estate tax and the generation skipping tax if the limited gifts are to 
grand children.

 For small or large estates, when gifting to a charity, there are 
additional tax savings and tax free growth of the contributions.  
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Very High Net Worth: Bequests and Taxes

 If a couple has an amount X which is more than 5.6 but less than 
11.2 million, then one can consider the following options
 5.6 can go to the surviving spouse (so surviving children will not pay 

taxes when she dies in turn). The remaining amount X-5.6 can go to 
a trust for children or grandchildren. This process uses the entire 
11.2 estate tax deduction.

 Within 9 months the surviving spouse can file an estate tax return 
and claim the dead spouse’s exemption. Then when she herself is 
diseased a total of 11.2 instead of 5.6 passes on tax free. 

 If a couple anticipates having more then 11.2 when both are 
diseased, then gifting rather than bequeathing the excess over 
11.9 will  reduce taxes especially when gifts are within annual gift 
exclusion limits.
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Estate Particulars and Recommended Action

Bank Accounts

Comments in the one 
diseased spouse context

Comments in the both diseased spouse context

If All accounts are held 
jointly –transfers to 
surviving spouse. No will 
or trust needed.

 Banks usually have ‘payable on death’ forms where Children 
can have been entered. They will get the assets provided 
they are older than 18. If underage they would need a 
trustee specified in a will or trust to access assets. 

 It is not recommended to put these assets in joint accounts 
with the children as they will be at risk if your children go 
through divorce or have lawsuits or creditors (your assets 
will be considered their assets). 
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 Presuming that both spouses are not diseased simultaneously, A couple may 
be able to do without a will or a trust if all their assets are held jointly (When 
Younger with Human >> Financial Capital).

 If not, or if they want to hedge the risk that both pass away at the same time, 
then a will or a trust would be helpful to survivors.



Estate Particulars - Property

Property Comments in the one 
diseased spouse context

Comments in the both diseased 
spouse context

Household 
Property

Surviving spouse becomes the 
sole owner of personal property 
located within the home. No Will 
or trust needed.

 While the surviving spouse is alive 
he/she needs to provide for the 
transfer of the asset through a will or 
a trust. 

 A trust would be preferred as the 
children would not need to go through 
probate with a will. 

 It is not recommended to put these 
assets in joint accounts with the 
children as they will be at risk if the 
children go through divorce or have 
lawsuits or creditors (your assets will 
be considered their assets). 

 A will or trust would be necessary to 
take care of family heirlooms and 
jewelry to avoid conflict.

Automobiles If automobiles are in both your 
names it goes to surviving spouse 
– no will or trust needed. In case 
autos are in one spouses name it 
could go through NJ simplified 
probate if this and other assets 
held by the diseased spouse are 
worth <20k.

Home If it is in both your names – it 
goes to surviving spouse without 
need of a will or trust.
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Estate Particulars – Financial Assets

Financial Assets Comments in the one 
diseased spouse 
context

Comments in the both diseased 
spouse context

401-K, Traditional 
and Roth IRAs

No need for will or 
probate if spouse is 
named as a beneficiary. 
Passes on automatically.

401-k has children as secondary 
beneficiaries. Traditional and Roth IRA 
can have surviving spouse as primary 
beneficiary and descendants as 
secondary.

Non-retirement
taxable Mutual funds 
and brokerage 
accounts

Joint accounts pass on 
automatically to 
surviving spouse.

Sometimes cannot assign secondary 
beneficiaries for non retirement joint 
accounts.  Surviving spouse can assign 
beneficiaries. 

Stock grants and 
stock options.

Spouse can be added  as 
beneficiary  for pass 
through on death.

Can add Children as  secondary 
beneficiaries.

Co-owned Limited 
Liability Company

Passes through if spouse 
is a co-owner.

Can add children in operating 
agreement of LLC if they are interested.
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Conclusions: A Low Hassle Estate Planning Approach for 
Relatively Young People

 Betting one of you dies first,  property and term life insurance proceeds can 
safely pass on to the surviving spouse, if all property is jointly owned, without 
need for a will or a trust. 

 The above avoids probate for jointly held assets, with low value exceptions 
going through simplified probate.

 The surviving spouse would then have to:

 For huge assets (thanks to a lottery or windfall stock income) elect to keep your 
diseased spouses estate tax limit.

 Transfer the home and automobiles to a living trust and designate the children as 
beneficiaries. For adult children, the two items below do not need to be transferred to 
the trust as they would transfer outside probate or a trust.

 Taxable joint mutual fund or brokerage accounts will become individual accounts 
allowing the designation of children as beneficiaries.

 All other financial accounts can have children as secondary or contingent 
beneficiaries.
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Conclusions: Things a Caring Spouse Can Do.

 If you are young to middle-aged without too large an estate yet, get term life insurance 
coverage to help get your spouse to his/her core capital and consider having joint 
ownership of assets to remove probate issues.

 Consider a will setting up a testamentary trust (a trust which initiates when one of you 
dies) instead of having the survivor set one up (as described in the previous slide). 
Especially if you think you and/or your spouse may not be able be think coherently in old 
age.

 Cover the risk that both spouses die at the same time, by creating a trust now and

 Transferring home, household assets and heirlooms , taxable accounts and later, any life insurance 
proceeds to a living trust. Designate a custodian for minor children.

 For adult children other financial assets can pass to the adult children outside probate/trust.

 If you think you will comfortably cross your required core capital (and have hedged with 
life insurance), consider gifting to low income relatives and charities. They could gain 
more from a gift now than a bequest later.
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Questions: Not Enough Core Capital! – Consider Gifting T-
Shirts with Art Work Like The One Below to Your Cutie PIs. 
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Net 
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+ve
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Legend (Wealth Accumulation):
Blue – Financial Capital (Real)
Yellow – Human Capital (Latent)
Green – Net Wealth (Latent + Real)

AgeYoung Adult 65 or Other 
Retirement Age

90 or Other
Age at Bequest

Estate at 
Retirement

Lifetime Estate Tax 
Exemption Limit 

Gifts Early can have a 3.1 fold and 
1.6 fold Relative Value to a bequest 
for Charities and Taxable Beneficiaries 
respectively. 

Gifts Early can have a 1.6 fold and 
1.3 fold Relative Value to a bequest 
for Charities and Taxable 
Beneficiaries respectively. 

Core, Financial, Human Capital, Insurance, Estate Post-Retirement 
Trajectories and the Relative Value of Gifting

Little Gifting. Draw down
Assets except Home. Get a 
Reverse mortgage and Get 
on Medicaid.
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Estate Trajectory Post-Retirement:
Red – Core Capital Needed> Estate at Retirement
Light Green – Estate > Core Capital Needed
Dark Green  - Estate >> Core, Leading to Estate
in excess of Tax Exemption Limit at Bequest. 

More Emphasis on Insurance
than Estate  Planning: Term 
Life & Disability.

More Emphasis on Estate 
Planning Than Insurance

Core Capital at Retirement 
Which Would Yield Positive 
Net Worth at Bequest. 
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